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The Council’s Sharper Vision Store is a one-stop shop for adaptive 
products and other useful items to improve your life. From games to 
personal care items to the latest helpful gadgets, you can find the 
perfect gift here. Try products in person during business hours or view 
hundreds of items online at WCBlind.org/Store. You can also order  
by phone at 800-783-5213.

Access Technology
PENfriend 3 Audio Labeler $165.00
The PENfriend 3 creates audio labels for any item on which 
a sticker label is applied. HL670

Overlay Keyboard Stickers $14.00
Keyboard Stickers with contrasting backgrounds. 
Easy to apply and perfect for people who have  
difficulty reading small letters. 
Black on Yellow: CA105
Black on White: CA100
White on Black: CA101
Magnetic Data Charging USB Cable $20.00
A must have to eliminate the frustration over charging  
your favorite electronic device. Three options available: 
Type C, Lightning, and MicroUSB.
Type C: CA110
Lightning: CA115
MicroUSB: CA120
Wilson Digital Recorder $45.00
The Wilson™ Recorder is a simple to use digital recorder  
which can store up to 12 hours of recordings based on the 
selected recording quality. The buttons are on the front of  
the recorder. Users can pause while recording. CR430

Talking Indoor/Outdoor $25.00 
Thermometer
This waterproof talking indoor/outdoor thermometer 
announces and displays the air temperature in both  
Fahrenheit and Celsius scales. HG141

https://wcblind.org/2021/01/share-your-story-on-our-website/
https://elections.wi.gov/form/report-an-accessibility-concern
http://WCBlind.org/Store
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Health and Wellness
No-Contact Talking Thermometer $60.00
This no-contact, infrared thermometer can measure  
temperature when held 2-4 inches from the forehead 
or behind the earlobe. HM245

Talking Blood Pressure Wrist Cuff $72.00
Our talking blood pressure monitors offer a clear  
speaking voice and ease of use. It offers one-touch 
operation, irregular heartbeat detection, 2-person  
memory storage with 90 measurements each, LCD  
displays with 3 color backlighting, and averaging  
of last 3 measurements. HM705

Superior Talking Scale $77.00
The Superior Talking Scale is accurate to within  
1% of actual weight up to 440 pounds. It speaks 
in English or Spanish in a female voice and  
operates on 4 AA batteries (included). The voice  
can be turned off. HM400
(Note: We also sell an alternative talking scale  
that can weigh up to 550 pounds. HM400XL)

Recordable Talking Alarm Clock/ $50.00 
Pill Reminder
The Your Minder Recordable Talking Alarm Clock 
has speakers on both sides of the clock and can 
be programmed for six daily alarms. HM801

Talking Pedometer $15.00
This talking pedometer measures and announces 
steps, calories, distance, and total activity time.  
It also can announce the current time and has a  
seven-day memory. HM500

Kitchen Aids
Talking Timer $16.50
The talking countdown timer speaks the hours and  
minutes during setting and can be set up to 24 hours. 
HT160

Talking Digital Cooking $33.00 
Thermometer
Ensure your meat is properly cooked with  
this talking food probe style thermometer. 
The temperature is read on demand, in  
0.1 Fahrenheit increments. HK600

Talking Measuring Scale $44.00
This stylish talking kitchen scale uses strain gauge 
technology for extreme accuracy and precision.  
Results are announced in ounces or grams with  
a max capacity of 6.6 pounds. HK710

Liquid Level Indicator $14.00
Easily determines when a container of liquid 
is filled to within approximately one inch of 
the top. Hang this popular unit over the lip 
of a container. When liquid reaches height, 
a buzzer will sound and unit will vibrate. 
HK500

Colored Dimensional Markers $4.00
Bright, fluorescent, raised colored markings create easy-to- 
identify tactile symbols. This tactile paint directly applies  
onto paper, wood, cloth, plastic, rubber and metal. Great  
for marking buttons on kitchen appliances. Three colors  
available. HL100/HL102/HL103
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Light and Magnification

Syrinx standing adjustable $85.00 
floor light
This gooseneck lamp features dimmable lights, 
adjustable color control, two timer setting, and 
a remote control. LT175

Brightech Lightview Portable $30.00 
Magnifying Lamp
This Brightech LightView Portable Battery Powered  
4X Magnifying Glass with Bright LED Light, Stand  
& Clamp is a must have for painting, sewing, crafts, 
reading, and many more. LT130

Rechargeable Magnifier $225.00 
and Stand
This handheld magnifier needs no batteries  
because it is charged wirelessly. Two brightness 
levels are available. XXVESPEROKIT

2.5x Lighted Neck Magnifier $38.50
This unit has a large 4” diameter lens for a big  
work area and a bright light to help you see in  
all lighting conditions. This hands-free magnifier 
is great for sewing, knitting, and more. MX420

Merlin Mini portable video $3,345.00 
magnifier
A 3-in-1 rotating camera allows you to magnify 
text and objects up close, at a distance, and  
even view yourself. Easily transported to and  
from home, office, classroom, and anywhere  
else needed. CCTV12

http://WCBlind.org/Store
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